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October 24th 2017:Super Influencer Making Marvelous
Music
Danielle Taylor and Tony Chen have dedicated their lives to
music. Listen in as you hear them talk about what inspires
them.
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Tony Chen
Tony Chen ( www.tonychenmusic.com ) is a critically-acclaimed Contemporary
Instrumental and New Age music composer, and voice over talent. He is an active
Grammy voting member, was an official contender for best original score and best
original song at the 86th Academy Awards, and has won numerous awards for his
music compositions and movie scores. Tony’s music is inspired by the beauty he finds
in nature and the spiritual discipline and moral philosophy of the Chinese meditation
practice, Falun Gong. His mission in creating music is to create sounds that can
positively impact the lives of others and inspire peace and equality. Originally from
Beijing,
Read more

Danielle Taylor
Danielle Taylor (www.danielletaylormusic.com) is a multifaceted artist… a gifted
singer/songwriter with a powerfully dynamic, warm, authentic voice; a former clarinetist
who forwent an opportunity to apply to New York’s Juilliard in order to forge her own
path in music; and a self-taught pianist who developed a love affair with a piano she
found on Craigslist many years ago. Her history, spirit, and tenacity have sculpted her
career and talent into the inimitable forces they are today. Many people would agree
that the best kind of songwriting comes from life experience. Danielle’s lyrics and
stories are mostly influenced by her ability to stay po
Read more
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